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Eventually, you will completely discover a additional experience and endowment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? get you undertake that you require to acquire those every needs with having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend even more just about the globe, experience, some places, taking into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your totally own period to play a role reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is undone by his touch mills boon modern below.

Undone by His Touch-Annie West 2012-06-05 Cast into a world of black, Declan Carstairs is a man in torment. Consumed by guilt, he sees no way out of the darkness his life has become. Only one thing drives him--finding the woman who caused his brother's death, and the accident that took his sight. Housekeeper Chloe Daniels refuses to pity her devastatingly gorgeous boss, but treating him as the strong, capable man he is soon proves dangerous. As Chloe falls deeper under Declan's spell,
awakened by his touch, she forgets all about the secret she keeps that may destroy them both....
Undone by the Sultan's Touch-Caitlin Crews 2014 "Kiss me, if you are so daring." When Cleo Churchill's travels land her in the path of Khaled bin Aziz, Sultan of Jhurat, she's instantly transfixed by his warrior physique, commanding presence and intense eyes. But what would a sultan want with an ordinary girl like her? Cleo is exactly what Khaled needs--a convenient, yet beautiful bride to unite his warring country. He'll offer her diamonds and riches but nothing more. Yet as their marriage
plays out in the darkness of the night, the passions unearthed threaten to consume them both!
Undone by Her Tender Touch-Maya Banks 2012-05 Pippa Laingley's unplanned evening of passion with Cameron Hollingsworth results in an unplanned pregnancy. She's ready to deal with the consequences with Cam, but he fears the relationship after the tragic loss of his previous wife and child.
Craving the Highlander's Touch-Michelle Willingham 2016-08-01 Be swept away to medieval Scotland as you re-discover this short sexy reader favorite by Michelle Willingham! When Alys Fitzroy, Lady of Harkirk, discovers her brutish husband’s prisoner Finian MacLachor in chains, something about this wounded warrior moves her to release him. He’s supposed to be her enemy, but instead this Highlander awakens in her a desire that she never once experienced in her marriage bed…
Finian’s scars are proof of the guilt of his past and everything he’s lost. But now, with Alys’s help, he has a second chance to make things right for his clan. And in return, Finian will show this strong, courageous lady the nights of unbelievable pleasure she's been missing! Originally published in 2011 Books in The MacKinloch Clan miniseries Claimed by the Highland Warrior Seduced by Her Highland Warrior Craving the Highlander’s Touch (Undone!) Tempted by the Highland Warrior
Rescued by the Highland Warrior (part of Highlanders anthology)
Sinful Revenge: Exquisite Revenge / The Sinful Art of Revenge / Undone by His Touch-Abby Green 2015-11-01 All’s fair in love and revenge! Kidnapped and stranded on a Greek island, with only his intriguing – and stunning – captor, Luc Sanchis must uncover Jesse Moriarty’s secrets if he’s going to get back to business. There’s only one way that’s sure to work: seduction!
A Night for Her Pleasure-Terri Brisbin 2009-06-01 Brittany, 1066 Elise saved her family from ruin by marrying Simon, Count of Rennes. Yet this is no mere marriage of convenience--Elise has already fallen in love with her new husband. Intending to please him, Elise sets out to be the bold and seductive woman she thinks Simon desires--even though she's an inexperienced, innocent virgin. On this their wedding day, Simon is determined to skillfully arouse his new wife and initiate her into the
pleasures of the bedchamber, although he fears a woman so feminine and delicate could never love a nobleman as rough as he. Once their wedding night arrives, Simon and Elise will both discover ecstasy beyond their wildest imaginings....
The Samurai's Forbidden Touch-Ashley Radcliff 2010-10-01 1183 A.D., Heian Period, Northern Japan Miku had only experienced adventure and love in the verses that freed her mind and soul, poetry her uncle disparaged as improperly sensual for a noblewoman's pen. That changed when her uncle left her alone, with his samurai warrior Takeshi to protect her. Never before had a man looked at her with such unveiled desire. The heat of the virile warrior's gaze kindled exciting new sensations
within Miku--cravings that only grew stronger with his forbidden kiss....
Taming Her Gypsy Lover-Christine Merrill 2010-05-01 Widow Emma Hammond had reluctantly accepted her place as a poor relation to be given away in an arranged marriage. She didn't think she could escape her fate--until she meets gypsy Chal Pannell. Even though he vows revenge against her family for taking a gypsy boy from his tribe, he awakens Emma's passionate fantasies...and a risqué tryst in the woods proves he desires her just as strongly! When the boy goes missing, Emma and
the wild stranger set off to recover him as unlikely allies--and uninhibited lovers....
Undone by Her Tender Touch-Maya Banks 2014-07-24 Pippa has been asked to cater her best friend Ashley’s party, complete with celebrities, but her workers bail on her. She somehow overcomes the crisis with Cam’s help, a guest who is infamous for his charm, leading to a passionate one-night stand. As the two get lost in each other, their no-strings-attached agreement takes a drastic turn. Pippa discovers that she is pregnant!
His Silken Seduction-Joanna Maitland 2009-07-01 *
Sinful Revenge-Abby Green 2015-11-01 All's fair in love and revenge! Exquisite Kidnapped and stranded on a Greek island, with only his intriguing - and stunning - captor, Luc Sanchis must uncover Jesse Moriarty's secrets if he's going to get back to business. There's only one way that's sure to work: seduction! Sinful Reiko knows she has two things playboy Damion wants: the first a priceless painting and heirloom. The second her seriously off-limits body! Damion isn't used to beautiful
women scorning his advances, so he turns his lethal charm on to get exactly he wants... Undone One thing drives Declan Carstairs: finding the woman who caused his brother's death and the accident that took his sight. Housekeeper Chloe Daniels refuses to pity her devastatingly gorgeous boss, but treating him as the strong, capable man he is soon proves dangerous.
A Scandalous Liaison-Elizabeth Rolls 2010-08-01 Six years ago, the rakish Viscount St Austell betrayed his best friend and his own sense of honor by seducing Lionel's sister, Loveday Trehearne. Now St Austell has hired Lionel as an artist and is reunited with Loveday once again. Though she is as beautiful as ever, Loveday lives in poverty...and a different sort of mystery seems to be haunting the Trehearnes, too. The scandalous viscount is determined to help Loveday despite her resistance-but his toughest challenge will be fighting the passion that still burns between them....
Virgin Unwrapped-Christine Merrill 2011-11-01 The thought of Robert Breton's touch fills Anne Clairemont with a delicious, scandalous heat—but her family's happiness depends on her going through with her planned marriage to his wealthy, cold business partner. Then Robert gives her a searing kiss beneath the mistletoe that changes everything. Soon he's showing Anne the intimate pleasures they could share, determined to fan the flame of their desire and convince her to call off her
engagement. But can she disappoint her parents to be with Robert, or will she break her own heart first?
The Magic of His Touch-Barbara Monajem 2013-04-01 England, 1804 Tired of being paraded before every eligible bachelor, Peony Whistleby decides it's time to find her true love—through the ancient custom of rolling naked in the dew on May Day morning. But the magic goes awry when she is caught in the act—and by an entirely unsuitable man. And yet, the way his eyes linger upon her flesh ignites a sensual craving that can only be satisfied by his touch… Book one of the May Day
Mischief duet.
A Compromised Innocent-Elaine Golden 2011-08 Under intense pressure to secure a marriage contract, Miss Lizzie Talbot doesn't dare hope that handsome Oliver Fortney, Duke of Wainsborough, would ever be interested in her. Though she longs to know his taste and touch, he is far above her station. So Lizzie is shocked when Oliver promises to show her pleasure she never imagined.... Yet she doesn't expect more than a brief dalliance. For Oliver is destined for a match of importance and
wealth, neither of which Lizzie can offer...
RUNNING FROM THE STORM-Lee Wilkinson 2018-08-24 Caris wakes up from a nightmare that has brought back memories of her bittersweet love affair three years ago. Those days she spent together with the confident, rich and handsome Zander Devereux were too beautiful to forget, and the memories keep rushing back. But it’s time for her to move on, so Caris says goodbye to her past and throws herself into running a real-estate agency. Then one day Zander suddenly shows up in front
of her, as confident and good-looking as ever. Caris once again is drawn to him, but she still remembers his cruel betrayal three years ago. And she hides a secret that he must never find out…
Wanted by Her Lost Love-Maya Banks 2012-05-01 Wanted by Her Lost Love Despite his fiancee's betrayal, developer Ryan Beardsley provided for Kelly when he sent her packing. So he's livid to find her working in a dingy diner, desperate and pregnant. Whether the baby is his - or his brother's - Ryan demands that Kelly return to New York with him. For the baby's sake. Or maybe because Kelly's as irresistible as ever...Nothing Short of Perfect First comes marriage - and Justice St. John has a
plan. Using a foolproof equation, the brilliant scientist designs a programme to find the perfect woman. But after a night of unexpected passion, he discovers that Daisy Marcellus is entirely the wrong woman! And their passion has consequences...
Pleasurably Undone!-Christine Merrill 2010-04-01 A collection of five sensual stories. History has never been so hot! Seducing a Stranger by Christine Merrill Lieutenant Tom Godfrey returns home to find pretty young widow Victoria Paget in a bawdy house. What starts as a one-night seduction soon leads to more…. The Viking's Forbidden Love-Slave by Michelle Willingham Though Aisling Ó Brannon is intended for the king's bed, fierce warrior Tharand must decide: please his king…or keep
his captive love-slave for himself! Disrobed and Dishonored by Louise Allen Miss Sarah Tatton needs a way out of her engagement, and highwayman Jonathan Kirkland may be just the man to teach her the art of love…. A Night for Her Pleasure by Terri Brisbin Tough nobleman Simon and innocent Elise's marriage is one of convenience—but on their wedding night, both discover ecstasy beyond their wildest imaginings! The Unlacing of Miss Leigh by Diane Gaston Disfigured Captain Graham
Veall never expected virginal Miss Margaret Leigh to respond to his advertisement for female company. Can she soothe his inner wounds?
Undone by the Billionaire Duke-Caitlin Crews 2017-10-01 Can she tame the shameless duke? The brazen antics of Hugo, Duke of Grovesmoor, and the string of women to grace his bed are tabloid gold. But Eleanor Andrews, newly hired to care for the duke's young ward, refuses to see him as anything but her boss. She desperately needs this job. No matter how gorgeous Hugo is, the stakes are simply too high… Well acquainted with lies and betrayal, Hugo is jaded and cynical, unconcerned
with dispelling the salacious rumors about him. But there's something about Eleanor that fires his blood, and he can't turn down the challenge to unbutton his uptight employee!
Under His Touch-Jeffe Kennedy 2015-01-19 Amber Dolors knows better than to get involved with her boss. Devastatingly handsome in his sharp suits and sexy beyond belief, he possesses an air of command that fuels her darkest fantasies. But she's worked too hard to get this job, and keeping it will lead to a brilliant future. She won't cross that line—even if his way of giving orders and demanding her best performance gives her delicious warm shivers. Alexander Knight prides himself on his
integrity and self-discipline. After all, he hasn't risen to the position he enjoys by indulging his whims over ambition. He also isn't blind. He's certainly noticed his sharp, young assistant is hot as hell. His self-imposed sexual hermitage doesn't stop him from watching her. And endlessly fantasizing. The day Alec's cool reserve cracks and Amber catches a glimpse of something simmering beneath his apparent indifference is the day everything between them changes. Alec gives her what she's
been looking for sexually—as masterful in the bedroom as he is in the boardroom. He finds himself in the grip of an affair that tests even his boundaries, while Amber's new role as willing student pushes them both past any consideration other than mutual longing. 87,000 words
Bound by Your Touch-Meredith Duran 2009-07-21 In the vein of classic authors like Julia Quinn, Sarah MacLean, and Eloisa James, award-winning and USA TODAY bestselling author Meredith Duran returns with a bluestocking bent on justice who plays a dangerous game of seduction with London’s most scandalous viscount. Silver-tongued Viscount Sanburne is London’s favorite scapegrace. Alas, Lydia Boyce has no interest in being charmed. When his latest escapade exposes a plot to ruin
her family, she vows to handle it herself, as she always has done. Certainly she requires no help from a too-handsome dilettante whose main achievement is being scandalous. But Sanburne’s golden charisma masks a sharper mind and darker history than she realizes. He shocks Lydia by breaking past her prim facade to the woman beneath...and the hidden fire no man has ever recognized. But as she follows him into a world of intrigue, she will learn that the greatest danger lies within—in the
shadowy, secret motives of his heart.
A Guilty Passion-Laurey Bright 2014-05-27 A contemporary romance of a widow’s grief, a new beginning, and a love that has blossomed in the shadows . . . After the sudden death of his brother, Ethan invites his lovely but shattered widow Celeste to his island home off the coast of Australia. He soon discovers that Celeste is nothing like the woman his brother described, an unrepentant flirt. Instead, she is a gentle but passionate woman who knows her own heart—a woman capable of
resurrecting buried memories . . . For years, Ethan has fought the feelings that Celeste has stirred inside of him. Now is his chance to let go of his guilt, recognize the love shining in her eyes, and use their passion to repair past mistakes.
Possessed by the Highlander-Terri Brisbin 2008-08-01 Marian Robertson rescued a child and destroyed her reputation. Now, to keep her family safe, she must marry the stern, dark-eyed warrior negotiating a truce between their clans—and risk her heart to protect the truth. Manipulated into marrying the exiled "Robertson Harlot," Duncan, peacemaker for the MacLerie clan, finds his new wife's courage and spirit make it impossible to resist her. But will he put his honor at stake to free her
from her past—and claim her love forever?
Delectably Undone!-Elizabeth Rolls 2011-04-01 A collection of five sensual stories. History has never been so hot! A Scandalous Liaison by Elizabeth Rolls Viscount St. Austell has never forgotten the illicit night he shared with Loveday Trehearne. Now, as mystery surrounds her, he's going to rediscover all her sensuous curves…. Pleasured by the Viking by Michelle Willingham Innocent Auder Ó Reilly's afraid she won't satisfy her husband-to-be in the marriage bed. So Viking Gunnar Dalrata
offers to show her the pleasures of making love…. The Captain's Wicked Wager by Marguerite Kaye Captain Ewan Dalgleish makes Isabella Mansfield a scandalous wager: in return for the money she needs, she must spend three nights with him…. The Samurai's Forbidden Touch by Ashley Radcliff The only love and adventure Miku's found is in her poetry. But left alone with samurai warrior Takeshi, tantalizing new cravings are aroused…. Arabian Nights with a Rake by Bronwyn Scott
Susannah Sutcliffe is held captive in a Bedouin camp. To escape, she must convince handsome English diplomat Alex Grayfield to rescue her—by seducing him!
His Majesty's Mistake-Jane Porter 2012-07-01 Spurned and publicly humiliated by the father of her child, Princess Emmeline d'Arcy has no ring, no wedding date and no legitimacy for her unborn baby. And the last straw? Having to trade in her gilded lifestyle and pretend to be her twin sister, otherwise known as Sheikh Makin Al-Koury's personal assistant. Accustomed to being waited on hand and foot, Emmeline finds herself having to jump to the click of her boss's skillful fingers—day and
night! But once the sheikh uncovers her shameful past, will his touch be nothing but a scorching memory?
Undone-Caitlin Crews 2018-12-01 USA TODAY bestselling author Caitlin Crews delivers with the second smoking-hot installment in her Hotel Temptation series! Maya Martin’s been a very good girl… Now she’s learning to be bad! Ditched at the altar by a fiancé who accuses her of being boring in bed, prim lawyer Maya Martin goes on a solo Amalfi Coast honeymoon with one goal in mind: proving her ex wrong! And when she meets tattooed, hard-bodied Charlie Teller, he seems just the man
for the job. He’s so hot it’s criminal! From his muscled chest to his powerful thighs, from his low-slung jeans to his scuffed boots, Charlie is no uptight suit. And he isn’t afraid to get his hands dirty—whether it’s repairing fences or making Maya moan against the stone walls of an ancient Italian villa. But is Charlie really who he appears to be? He’s a man of few words, though they’re all the right ones! Making love under the Italian sun, exploring each other, satisfying their every
desire…Charlie’s helping Maya unleash her wild side…over and over again! What happens when she finds out who he is and where he comes from? Will her feelings change? Can lust turn into love, even if he’s been hiding the truth? Sexy. Passionate. Bold. Discover Harlequin Dare, a new line of fun, edgy and sexually explicit romances for the fearless female.
Freedom-Nigel Warburton 2001 This work is an introductory textbook to the arguments about individual freedom. The text introduces and assesses the key arguements for and against individual freedom and toleration, and views the concepts of negative and positive freedom.
HIS MISTRESS, HIS TERMS-Trish Wylie 2020-02-01 The one man who bothers famous interior designer Merrow O’Connell most is millionaire playboy and skilled architect Alex Fitzgerald. He used his business acumen to convince her to take on a job, but that isn’t the real problem. Alex and Merrow slept together a few months ago, just a one-night stand, and now they have to work as partners and complete a nine-month project. As much as she doesn’t want to get involved with him, Merrow
can’t seem to resist Alex’s sex appeal. So she decides to set a few rules so she won’t get hurt by him the way she was by her ex-boyfriend…
The Guardian's Virgin Ward-Caitlin Crews 2016-12-01 He was her formidable guardian…and she craved his touch! When domineering Spaniard Izar Agustin was made guardian to innocent Liliana Girard Brooks, he couldn't have known that the passing years would turn this young girl into an alluring woman begging to be shown the unconscious desires of her body. For as long as she can remember, Liliana's coolly elusive keeper has haunted her fevered imagination. Hoping to sever the ties
that bind them, she recklessly gives in to one night of sensual abandon, shattering her naive fantasies irrevocably. But the consequences of that night will bind them together…forever!
Damaso Claims His Heir-Annie West 2014-09-01 When opposites attract! Damaso Pires should have known better than to get involved with Marisa—the scandalous princess of Bengaria! Yet soon he sees her true beauty and flawless virtue, which touches a place in him he thought ruthlessly destroyed by his childhood on the streets of Brazil. But their brief affair becomes permanent when Marisa reveals she's pregnant. Damaso knows the sting of illegitimacy and, having fought tooth and nail to
claw his way up to the dizzying heights of international success and financial infamy, he won't let his child slip from his grasp. There's only one way to claim his heir, and that's marriage!
Undone by Moonlight-Wendy Etherington 2012-08-21 For the past six months, writer Calla Tucker has had itbadfor über-hot and intense detective Devin Antonio. And those smoldering green eyes? Amazing! But he's always been hands-off--until now. When Devin is suspended for a crime he didn't commit, Calla finally sees an opportunity to help out a friend...and finally find a way into her hottie detective's bed! But Devin doesn't accept help--especially from the stunning blonde he's always
wanted and never allowed himself to touch. But when the plot against Devin thickens, there's only one person he can turn to. And this time, she's not taking no for an answer....
Touch Me-Lucy Monroe 2018-01-29 Emotional sensuality…Regency style. Thea might have been born a lady, but she’s lived a life of freedom as a simple miss in the West Indies, unbound by the strictures of her title or straight-laced Regency England. She’s unlike any woman Pierson Drake has ever met, but he finds her innocent sensuality irresistible. The illegitimate son of a duke with no claim on the title, Pierson Drake maintains a level of honor most in the ton only give lip-service to. He is
determined to make a name for himself and will stop at nothing to keep what he claims for his own. Thrown together on a voyage back to England, Drake finds Thea’s innocent sensuality irresistible. She’s unlike any woman he’s ever known. Passion flares between them with enough heat to burn the best of intentions to ash, and once they share a bed for the first time, there’s no going back. But Thea’s secrets are a heavy burden. With her life hanging in the balance after a devastating betrayal,
Drake must take any risk to protect her, and the hope for their future. They have one chance to get it right. . .
Thirsty-Kristin Bair O'Keeffe 2009-09-29 It is 1883, and all of Klara Bozic’s girlish dreams have come crashing down as she arrives in Thirsty, a gritty steel town carved into the slopes above the Monongahela River just outside of Pittsburgh. She has made a heartbreaking discovery. Her new husband Drago is as abusive as the father she left behind in Croatia. In Kristin Bair O’Keeffe’s debut novel, Klara’s life unfolds over forty years as she struggles to find her place in a new country where her
survival depends on the friends who nurture her: gutsy, funny Katherine Zupanovic, who isn’t afraid of Drago’s fist; BenJo, the only black man in Thirsty to have his own shop; and strangely enough, Old Man Rupert, the town drunk. Thirsty follows a chain of unlikely events that keep Klara’s spirit aloft: a flock of angelic butterflies descends on Thirsty; Klara gives birth to her first child in Old Man Rupert’s pumpkin patch; and BenJo gives her a talking bird. When Klara’s daughter marries a man
even more brutal than Drago, Klara is forced to act. If she doesn’t finally break the cycle of violence in her family, her granddaughters will one day walk the same road, broken and bruised. As the threads that hold her family together fray and come undone, Klara has to decide if she has the courage to carve out a peaceful spot in the world for herself and her girls.
The Revenge Collection (Mills & Boon e-Book Collections)-Abby Green 2015-12-01 A beautiful six-volume collection of eighteen fabulous romances by some of our bestselling Modern Romance authors.
Considerations on Representative Government-John Stuart Mill 1861
Enticed by His Forgotten Lover-Maya Banks 2011-09-06 "Harlequin recommended read"--Sticker affixed to cover.
Wanted-Maya Banks 2013-12-17 From #1 NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MAYA BANKS Pregnancy, Passion and One Determined Tycoon… Despite his fiancée's chilling betrayal, wealthy developer Ryan Beardsley provided for Kelly Christian when he sent her packing. So why hadn't she cashed his check? He's livid to find her working in a dingy Houston diner, desperate and pregnant. Regardless of whether the baby is his—or his brother's—Ryan demands that
Kelly return to New York with him. Now. For the baby's sake.Or maybe because the woman's as irresistible as ever… "Top Pick! […] An extraordinarily moving romance with wonderfully charismatic protagonists." —RT Book Reviews on The Tycoon's Secret Affair WANTED was originally published as Wanted by His Lost Love
Fortune's Rocks-Anita Shreve 2001-04-10 This magnificent novel transports readers to the world of a prominent Boston family summering on the New Hampshire coast, and to the social orbit of a spirited young woman who falls into a passionate, illicit affair with an older man, with cataclysmic results. The Fortune Rock's Quartet collects four of Anita Shreve's most beloved novels-Fortune's Rocks, The Pilot's Wife, Sea Glass, and Body Surfing-for the first time. The novels highlight Shreve's
ability to illuminate women's lives across different eras and share a delightful detail: they are all set in the same coastal New England home, one that has inspired Shreve for over a decade. Any house with age to it can tell a million stories about the families who have lived there, and Shreve has been quoted as saying, ''You could base an entire life's work on the people who come in and out of a house.'' Fortune's Rocks depicts a spirited young woman at the turn of the 20th century who falls
into a passionate, illicit affair with an older man. In Sea Glass, a young couple's new marriage is rocked to the core by the 1929 stock market crash. The Pilot's Wife brings us to the present day, where Kathryn is unprepared her for the late-night knock that lets her know her husband has been killed in a plane crash. Sydney, the heroine of Body Surfing has already been once divorced and once widowed by the age of 29, and finds the fragile existence she has rebuilt for herself threatened when
two brothers vie for her affections. "There's something addictive about Shreve's tales," according to USA Today, and this quality is on full display in the critically acclaimed novels of The Fortune Rock's Quartet. No one writes more compellingly than Anita Shreve about marriage, family, the depths of our strength and resolve, and the supreme courage that it takes to love.
The Road-Cormac McCarthy 2007-03-20 NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have
nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate
destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village Voice, The Washington Post
Craving The Rake's Touch-Bronwyn Scott 2014-12-01 London, 1836 Lady Sarah Dryden once dreamed of marrying for love. But with the threat of scandal looming over her whole family, she must secure a wealthy husband — and quickly! If only her heart didn't already belong to the irresistibly tempting and entirely unsuitable, Benedict DeBreed... Despite his well-deserved reputation as one of London's most notorious rakes, Benedict wants nothing more than to claim Sarah as his bride. And
before he loses her to another in a loveless marriage, he'll use his legendary powers of seduction to show her exactly what she could expect with him as a husband!
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